Higuchi equation: derivation, applications, use and misuse.
Fifty years ago, the legendary Professor Takeru Higuchi published the derivation of an equation that allowed for the quantification of drug release from thin ointment films, containing finely dispersed drug into a perfect sink. This became the famous Higuchi equation whose fiftieth anniversary we celebrate this year. Despite the complexity of the involved mass transport processes, Higuchi derived a very simple equation, which is easy to use. Based on a pseudo-steady-state approach, a direct proportionality between the cumulative amount of drug released and the square root of time can be demonstrated. In contrast to various other "square root of time" release kinetics, the constant of proportionality in the classical Higuchi equation has a specific, physically realistic meaning. The major benefits of this equation include the possibility to: (i) facilitate device optimization, and (ii) to better understand the underlying drug release mechanisms. The equation can also be applied to other types of drug delivery systems than thin ointment films, e.g., controlled release transdermal patches or films for oral controlled drug delivery. Later, the equation was extended to other geometries and related theories have been proposed. The aim of this review is to highlight the assumptions the derivation of the classical Higuchi equation is based on and to give an overview on the use and potential misuse of this equation as well as of related theories.